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Zuzana “Zuzi” Šochová - Great ScrumMaster
Great teams make a huge difference to your company’s success. Great ScrumMasters create such high-performing teams. I will
tell you some of the secrets you need to know to become a great ScrumMaster. Create a high-performing collaborative
environment at your organization, which makes your organization more than competitive in the current complex globalized
world. This session is targeted to all leaders of Agile transformation, Agile Coaches, and ScrumMasters who understand the
Agile basics but have the dream of achieving significantly better results with Agile/Scrum. The session is based on my book The
Great ScrumMaster, published by Addison-Wesley, Signature Series (Cohn) on Jan 2017. The Great ScrumMaster –
#ScrumMasterWay. LO: Discover ways to become a great ScrumMaster to skyrocket team and organizational performance
Recognize competences and metaskills Define the ultimate one goal of great ScrumMaster Realize the leadership and culture
implications requested as a consequence of the mind shift Understand and be able to apply the ScrumMaster State of Mind
model and be aware of the #ScrumMasterWay concept as a path to personal development and growth About the speaker:
Zuzana “Zuzi” Šochová is an independent Agile coach and trainer and a Certified Scrum Trainer with more than fifteen years of
experience in the IT industry. She started with Agile and Scrum back in 2005, when she was implementing Agile methods in the
USA. From that time, she has been credited with Agile transformation and implementation for many companies and teams
around the world. As a Certified Scrum Trainer (CST) with Scrum Alliance, Zuzi has trained thousands of ScrumMasters and
Product Owners. By creating and sustaining Agile leadership, Zuzi believes the worlds of work and life can be made happier and
more successful. She is an author of The Great Scrum Master: #ScrumMasterWay book (Addison-Wesley Signature Series
(Cohn)) and inventor of the #ScrumMasterWay concept. She is a member of the Board of Directors of Scrum Alliance. She is a
founder of the Agile Association (Agilni Asociace, agilniasociace.cz) Czech Republic, organizing the Agile Czech community
and annual Agile Prague Conference (agileprague.com). She is a regular speaker at international conferences.
KEYNOTE Taking the SAFe 4.0 Road to Hyper Speed and Quality - Michael Mah, QSM Associates Inc.
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Zuzana “Zuzi” Šochová - Agile Leadership
In order to change organization, leaders have to change first. Be one of them and turn your organization into the successful
Agile organization. Organizations are constantly evolving, they change their structures, processes, and rules. Last decade they’ve
been changing into Agile, and surprisingly despite all the effort and money they put into transformation, they’ve been often
failing. The same way as culture follows an organization, the culture follows leaders. Companies were trying to break that rule
for years and change the culture without changing leadership style. Nowadays this rule seems to win and organizations are
moving towards different leadership styles and surprisingly becoming successful. In order to change organization, leaders have
to change first. Be one of them and turn your organization into a successful Agile organization. LO: Understand the culture
model, how the two halves of mindset and structure are wired together and what are the implication of that for the leader. Learn
how the culture mirrors the leadership style. Raise awareness of Agile Leader competences and metaskills. About the speaker:
Zuzana “Zuzi” Šochová is an independent Agile coach and trainer and a Certified Scrum Trainer with more than fifteen years of
experience in the IT industry. She started with Agile and Scrum back in 2005, when she was implementing Agile methods in the
USA. From that time, she has been credited with Agile transformation and implementation for many companies and teams
around the world. As a Certified Scrum Trainer (CST) with Scrum Alliance, Zuzi has trained thousands of ScrumMasters and
Product Owners. By creating and sustaining Agile leadership, Zuzi believes the worlds of work and life can be made happier and
more successful. She is an author of The Great Scrum Master: #ScrumMasterWay book (Addison-Wesley Signature Series
(Cohn)) and inventor of the #ScrumMasterWay concept. She is a member of the Board of Directors of Scrum Alliance. She is a
founder of the Agile Association (Agilni Asociace, agilniasociace.cz) Czech Republic, organizing the Agile Czech community
and annual Agile Prague Conference (agileprague.com). She is a regular speaker at international conferences.
Creating Maintainable Automated Acceptance Tests
Creating automated end-to-end functional acceptance tests is hard. Maintaining them over time is harder. Some agilistas even
claim that the cost outweighs the benefit. In this lecture we present five principles for creating valuable, maintainable
acceptance test suites. We discuss practices such as layering acceptance tests to reduce coupling between the test harness, and
talk about how teams should be organized in order to efficiently manage acceptance test driven development. The core of the
talk discusses how to manage the evolution of acceptance tests by organizing them as scenarios rather than as suites of story
tests. Finally we show how to manage data for acceptance tests. Author: Jez Humble Jez Humble is a vice president at Chef, a
lecturer at UC Berkeley, and co-author of the Jolt Award winning Continuous Delivery, published in Martin Fowler?s Signature
Series (Addison Wesley, 2010), and the forthcoming Lean Enterprise, in Eric Ries? Lean series. He has worked as a software
developer, product manager, consultant and trainer across a wide variety of domains and technologies. His focus is on helping
organizations deliver valuable, high-quality software frequently and reliably through implementing effective engineering
practices.
Practices for Agile Database Development by Pramod Sadalage
Most application developers think the database is an impediment to agile development. Pramod shows how to apply agile
practices to databases. How the data team can contribute and stay productive in today's software development environment and
to influence the software being developed long before its deployed on the database being managed by the DBA. Pramod shows
how to apply these practices to the database: * Pair Programming * Continuous Integration * Refactoring * Test Driven
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Development (TDD) * Automated Testing * Automated Deployment This is a hands-on workshop. By Pramod Sadalage,
ThoughtWorks
7 Sins of Scrum and Agile Anti-Patterns - Synerzip Webinar
This webinar is about agile “anti-patterns”: “something that looks like a good idea, but which backfires badly when applied”
(Coplien). Todd has been around agile development from before it was called agile. In that time, he’s seen teams fall into the
trap of many of these anti-patterns, becoming stuck without ever realizing it. Frequently, this is due to a dogmatic understanding
of what is right and wrong about Scrum and agile development. The first step to getting unstuck is to be able to detect these
“sins.” The presentation aims to expose teams to these common pitfalls and then also provide a vision for a virtuous path to take
them to the Promised Land. Learning Outcomes - • Exposure to some common pitfalls in agile development. • For every
potential sin, there is a virtue that teams should strive for. About the presenter: Todd Little is Vice President of Product
Development for IHS, a leading global provider of information, analytics, and expertise. He is a founding member and past
President of the Agile Leadership Network. He has served on the Board of Directors of both the Agile Alliance and the Agile
Leadership Network. Todd is a co-author of the book “Stand Back and Deliver: Accelerating Business Agility,” Addison
Wesley.
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